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INTRODUCTION 
Let G always be a finite group and H < G, and let F be a held of 
characteristic p (not necessarily a splitting field for G), where p is a fixed 
prime and p 1 IGI. 
Let B = e. FG be an FG-block with block idempotent e and let B = E ~ FH 
be an FH-block with block idempotent E. We can regard B as an F(G x G)- 
module. We say that B covers B (or e covers 2) if BI B 1 Hx H, and B covers 
B (or C? covers e) if BIBrGxG. For clarity we may call the former a going- 
down cover and the latter a going-up cover. It is convenient to extend the 
concept of covers of blocks to a concept of covers of general central 
idempotents by replacing the “FG-block idempotent e” and “FH-block 
idempotent e” in the above by “FG-central idempotent e” and “FH-central 
idempotent ?.” 
Module covers are defined in a similar way. Let V and U be an 
FG-moduel and an FH-module resp. We say that V covers U if U 1 VIN, 
and U covers 1’ if I’1 UT”. Note that the definition of module covers here 
is wider than that in [2]. 
From the point of view of module theory, covers are a basic concept and 
an important object of study. 
This paper is motivated by [3, 4, 8, 10, 141. 
We characterize block covers in several local ways in Section I for going- 
down covers and in Section 2 for going-up covers. In Section 3 we give 
some applications, including descriptions of Brauer correspondences and 
subpairs with block covers and extensions of Nagao’s Theorem. In 
Section 4 we characterize block covers by corresponding module covers. 
Finally, in Section 5 we remark that all results of this paper still hold for 
group algebras over a local domain in a p-modular system. 
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0. PRELIMINARIES 
Terminology and notations follow [12] usually. For fundamental facts 
about representations of finite groups, refer to [12]. Modules are always 
finitely generated. 
Since we make frequent use of the restriction map from FG to FH, we 
follow [6] to denote it by Brg, or Br, briefly, i.e., 
and linearly extended. It’ is obvious that h. Br,(a) = Br,(ha) and 
Br,(a) . h = Br,(alz) for a E FG and h E FH; hence Br, is an F(H x H)- 
homomorphism. If P is a p-subgroup of G, then Br,,(,, is just the Brauer 
map. This notation is different from that in [ 121. If a E FH, it is clear that 
Brccjp)(al = Brc,(p,(4. 
For any permutation G-algebra A with a permutaton basis d we 
also have the Brauer map Br(,,: AP -+ F3’; see [12, 111.1.91 (Br(,, is 
distinguished from Brp). 
LEMMA 0.1. Notations are as above. Let P < H< G, lz’here P is a 
p-subgroup of G. Ifa~ A:, then 
G 
Br,,,(Tr,(a)) =TrhrHcP) “G’P’(Br,p,(a)) 
and 
Br(,,(A g) = (Fd p)yIH(pi. 
ProoJ Take c E AP such that a = TrF(c). Using [12, 111.2.1.(l)] twice, 
we get 
Br(,,(Trz(aj) = Br,,,(Trz(c)) = TrF:G(P’(BrCp,(c)) 
= Tr~H$,‘,(Tr~“cp’(Br,,!(c))j 
=Tr~$$\(Brip)(Tr~(cj)) 
=TrF$Ppi,(Br,,,(a)j. 
This is the first desired formula. The second one is just [ 12, III.2.1.(2)]. 
LEMMA 0.2. Let A be a G-algebra and eE AG an idempotent. Then 
(eA)G=e.AG. Further, if eEAz with P < G, then eA is a P-projective 
FG-module. 
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P~oqf The first assertion is easy to prove. For the second one, imitate 
the argument of [12, 111.1.161. 
When we consider F(G x G)-modules, we often identify- G with G6, 
the diagonal subgroup of G x G, e.g., (FG)H’ = (FG)H and BGd = BG (for an 
FG-block B). 
LEMMA 0.3. Let f  he an idempotent in (FG)* and fE (FG):, tihere 
PdHdG. 
(I ) I f  V is an FG-module, then Vf is a P-projectioe FH-module. 
(2) If  U is an FH-module, then Cl@,, f.  FG is a P-projectine 
FG-module. 
ProoJ (1) [12, 111.1.161. 
(2) As H-G-bimodules we have .f. FG 1.f. FHO, FG because of the 
following two homomorphisms: 
f.FHQ,FG+f.FG, ji Q 1’ t-+ JXJ 
f.FG+f.FH@.,FG, fibf OLv. 
Hence CiOFHf.FGI(UQFHFH.f)OF~FG. But UOFHFH.fzUf is a 
P-projective FH-module by (1 j, so ( U@,, FH . f) OFH FG r ( Uf) 7” is a 
P-projective FG-module. The conclusion follows at once. 
The expression B = e FG for a block B always implies that e is the block 
idempotent. As an F(G x G)-module the vertices of B contained in G = G6 
coincide with the defect groups of e (and of B) in terms of trace maps 
(for the definition see [12, 11.1.51; for a proof cf. [9, 111.8.91). BIGj is 
D”-projective, where D is a defect group of B; see Lemma 0.2. 
For a block B, J(B) denotes the Jacobson radical of the block as an 
algebra. J(B) coincides with the module radical of F(G x G)-module B, 
since a maximal F(G x G)-submodule of B is just a maximal two-sided ideal 
of B and hence a primitive ideal of B as B is an Artinian algebra. 
For f~ (FG)H, the map FG --f FG, at-+ fa is usually also denoted by 
.f: FG A FG which is clearly an F(H x Hj-map. 
We state some elementary facts about central idempotent covers. 
LEMMA 0.4. Let P and e be FH- and FG-central idempotent resp. 
(1) rf there is a note-zero F(H x H)-map u: 2. FH -+ e . FG, then 
et?=e’e#O. 
(2 j I f  eP = 2, then P . FH is covered by e . FG. 
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(3) Let d,, . ..) e”, be a system of orthogonal central idempotents of FH; 
then (Zl + . . . + 2,). FH is covered by e. FG g’ and only if each gi. FH is 
covered b>) e . FG. 
(4) If e E FH, then e”. FH is covered by e ’ FG if and only if et? = s?; 
moreover, iJ’ P is a block idempotent, then eg = P if and only if eZ # 0. 
ProoJ: (1) cr(P. FH) = (FH) . cr(e”) .FH and hence U(Z) #O. But 
a(g) = ea for some a E FG. Thus a(Z) = a(C) = a(.?) . Z = eaZ = see” # 0, and 
we are done. 
(2) It follows from the two F(Hx H)-maps shown below: 
C.Brf) 
e.FG- e”.FH, P.FH’e.FG 
(3) This is because (Zi. FH)‘s are pairwise non-isomorphic to each 
other as F(Hx H)-modules. 
(4) First assume that Z is a block idempotent. If .Z. FH is covered by 
e. FG, then eZ# 0 by (1). If ee” #O, then ee”= e” since both e and e” are 
FH-cental idempotents and P is primitive. Finally, eZ = Z implies that e’. FH 
is covered by e. FG by (2). 
Next let P = e”, + . . . + e”, be the block idempotent decomposition in FH. 
Then P. FH is covered by e. FG if and only if each di ’ FH is covered by 
e. FG if and only if ee”, = e”, for each e”, if and only if eP = 2. 
If an FG-module V satisfies Ve = I/ for an FG-central idempotent e, we 
also say that V is an e . FG-module. 
LEMMA 0.5. Let B and B be FG- and FH-block resp. 
(1) If B is covered by B, then for every &nodule U there is a 
B-module covering U. 
(2) rf B is covered by B, then jbr every B-module V there is a 
B-module covering V. 
Proof This is in fact an easy ring-theoretic result; see [S, Proposi- 
tion 11. 
Let B= e . FG be an FG-block and P a p-subgroup, and let 
B, = ep. F( CG (P)) be an F( C, (P))-block. We say that (P, BP) is a B-sub- 
pair if e,.Br,,-(,,(e)#O; hence e,.Br,,,,,(ej=e, by Lemma0.4 (4) (see 
[3, Section 3; 12, p. 2141). It is clear that BrcGoj(e) .F(C,(P)) is the sum 
of all B-subpairs of the form (P, BP). If D is a defect group of B, we call 
a B-subpair (D, B,) a Sylow B-subpair ([3, Section 31). 
If B = e . FG with e being an FG-central idempotent and B, is the same 
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as above, we also say that (P, BP) is a B-subpair if the same condition as 
above holds, though the Sylow B-subpair cannot be defined in this general 
case. 
1. LOCAL CHARACTERIZATIONS OF BLOCK GOING-DOWN COVERS 
G, H, F, p are as before. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let B = e . FG and B = Z. FH be FG- and FH-block ,iith 
block idempotent e and E resp. Assume that D is a defect group of B. Denote 
Br,,(,,(e) = e, and Br,,,,,(Z) = EO. Then the following seven are equivalent 
to each other: 
(i) B is covered by B. 
(ii) Br,,(,,(ed) =e,do#O. 
(iii) There is a Sylow B-subpair (D, 3,) covered b>: a B-subpair 
iD> B,). 
(iv) For every S~dort~ &wbpair (D, B,), B, is covered bJ% 
e, . F( C,( D)), hence bJ> a B-subpair (D, B,). 
(v) P,.F(DC,(D)) is covered by eo.F(DC,(Dj). 
(vi) Z, . F(N,(D)) is covered bll e, . F(N,(D)). 
(vii) There is ZE (FGjH such that Br,(ez) = P. 
Remark 1. (i) o (vii) of the theorem is just [ 14, Theorem 11. 
Remark 2. The hypothesis “B = e ’ FG is a block” in the theorem can be 
replaced by “e is an FG-central idempotent.” Moreover, for (i) o (vii) we 
state 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let e and Z be FG- and FH-central idempotent resp. 
Then e . FG covers t? . FH if and only if there is 2 E (FG jH SW--~ that 
Br,(ez) = t? (hence Br,(e&) = F). 
Remark 3. In Theorem 1.1 the hypothesis “Sylow subpair” cannot be 
replaced by the general “subpair.” However, we can demonstrate 
THEOREM 1.3. Notations as in Corollary 1.2. If fi is covered by B, then 
every g-subpair (P, BP) is covered by Br cG(p)(e). F(C,(Pj), hence by a 
B-subpair (P, BP). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. (iii) * (iv). All Sylow B-subpairs are conjugate 
to each other in H ([ 12, 111.4.11) and an H-conjugate of a B-subpair is still 
a B-subpair. 
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(i) + (ii). By Lemma 0.5, we have an indecomposable B-module U 
with vertex D ([12, 111.5.31) covered by a B-module V, i.e., U( VJH. E = 
V’e.?. Hence in the primitive orthogonal decomposition ez =.f+ ... , in 
(FG)H there is at least one idempotent, sayf, with defect group D(f) aH D 
by Lemma 0.3.( 1). So Br,,,,(f) # 0, and consequently, Br,,(,!(e?) # 0 
since 0 # Br c,cD,(f) = Br,,,,) (@f:f) = BrcGcDj (ez) . BrCGcDj U-1. 
(iii) * (ii). Let P, = 2, + ‘. . + d, with the P]s being F( C,(D))-block 
idempotents. By (iii), one of the ?,)s, say e”,, such that e”, .F(C,(D)) is 
covered by eo.F(CG(Dj) (recall that eO.F(CG(D)) is the direct sum of the 
B-subpairs (D, B,). So e,,t?, # 0 by Lemma 0.4.( 1). Consequently e,P, # 0 
since eoP, = e,e”, + . . . + e,e”, is an orthogonal idempotent decomposition. 
(ii) 3 (iii). Set 2, = P, + ... + z,, as above in (iii) * (ii). Since 
eoP, #O, one of the z,)s, say F,, satisfies eOz, #O. Denote ED = 
e’i . F(C,(D)); then (D, 8,) is a Sylow B’-subpair. 
Put Z := Z(D) the center of D; then D n C,(D) = D n C,(D) = Z, and 
Pi has Z as a defect group in C,(D); cf. [ 12, 111.3.61. We denote 
C,(D)/Z= C,(D), and consider the algebra homomorphism 
5: F(C,(Djj --) F(C,(D)) 
which sends ,yE C,(D) to XE C,(D). Denote t(e,)=F,, r(el) =Fr, 
z(B~)=B,, etc. It is well known that Ker zzJ(f’(C,(D)) ([12, 111.3.81) 
and .L!~EF(C~(D)) (recall ~,EF(C,(D))) is a block idempotent of defect 
group 1 ( [ 12, 111.3.11]). 
In F(C,(Dj) we have the following F(C,(D) x C,(D))-map: 
z,oBr-. CHcDj. ~,~F(C,(D))+e”,-E-(&(D))=& 
LI ~--r 2, . Brm(a j. 
Since e,e’,#O is an idempotent of F(C,(D)j, e,d,$J(F(C,(D))j and 
hence Foe”, = e,P, # 0. Thus there is an ,V E C,(D) such that 
i, . Br- CHcDj (G-3 = Br m(&“i .X) #O, which shows that the abgve is a 
non-zero homomorphism. As an =F( C,(D) x C,(D))-module, B, is a 
projective simple module because B, is of vertex 1; cf. [12, 111.3.121. So 
the above is an epimorphism, hence a split epimorphism. 
Consider the following commutative (check it directly) diagram (symbols 
tC and rH are just for distinction): 
e‘l. BOCK 
eo-flCG(D)) B _ + -~--- e, .F(C,(D)j = 6, 
I 
A 
TG  
e, . FCC,(D) j 
PI WHm 
- PI . F(C,(D)) 
(1.1.1) 
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If we regard the terms of (1.1.1) as F(C,(D) x C,(D))-modules, then all 
arrows are clearly F(C,(D) x C,(D))-maps. The left tG and the bottom 
arrow are epic, and hence so is their composition. As an FZ ‘-module every 
term of (1.1.1) is a trivial FZs-module because Z E Z( CG (Djj. Thus there 
is an FZ”-map (i.e., F-map) like the dotted arrow in (1.1.1) such that the 
diagram with the dotted arrow instead of the original one is commutative. 
P, . F(C,(D)) is of vertex 2’ and hence is a Z’-projective 
F(C,(D) x C,(D))-module. Therefore there is an F(C,(D) x C,(D))-map 
;I indicated by the dotted arrow in the diagram (1.1.1) such that the 
diagram with E. instead of the original one is commutative. This com- 
mutativity shows that 
Thus Im((?, 0 Br,,(,,)o 2) + Ker 5 = ED. However, Ker r’H E J(B,,) and 
J(B,) coincides with the module radical of B, as an F(C,(D) x C,(D))- 
module. So Im((P, 0 BrCHtD, )D A)= B, by Nakayama’s lemma. Conse- 
quently, (El0 BrCHcDj ) 0 1 is an automorphism of 8, since B, is Noetherian 
(Fitting’s lemma [S, 11.61). This implies that the top arrow of (1.1.1) is a 
split epimorphism. So (iii) follows from the fact that r,. F(C,(D)) is the 
direct sum of B-subpairs of such form (D, B,j. 
(ii) 3 (vii). Let P, = e”, + . . + 2, be the F(C,(D))-block idempotent 
decomposition. We have seen in diagram (1.1.1) that as a C,(D) x C,(Dj- 
map 
zl 0 Br,,(,, : eo.F(C,(D))-tP,.F(C,iD)) 
is a split epimorphism. For any ei there is x E N,(D) such that gi= 3;. But 
the conjugation by x leaves e, . F(C,(D) j invariant. Thus the above 
homomorphism is still a split epimorphism when P, is replaced by any P,, 
Therefore as a C,(D) x C,(D)-map 
(1.1.2) 
is a split epimorphism since Po.F(C,(D))=P,.F(C,(D))O ... 0 
2,.F(C,(D)) and ~,~Br,,(,,=P,.Br,,,,,O ... @P,,.BrCH,D). Now we 
can regard the two sides of (1.1.2) as F(N,(D))-modules i.e., N,(D)“- 
modules, since N,(D) normalizes both C,(D) and C,(D). By Lemma 0.2, 
co. F(C,(D) j is a Da-projective N,(D)-module. It can be straightforwardly 
checked that (1.1.2) is an N,(D)“-map, and (1.1.2) is split when it is 
restricted to a @-map because D’ acts trivially on the two sides. Therefore 
(1.1.2) is also split as an N,(Dj’-map; i.e., there is an F(N,(D)‘)-map i, 
indicated by the dotted arrow such that (BooBrCN(D))=A= 1. Then 
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A(&)) E e, . F(N,(D))N~‘D’ since .ZO is fixed by NH(L)) and ,I is a N,(D)- 
map. Thus we have 
c := e”, . A(&)) E e,e‘, . F(C,(D))“H’D’ 
such that 
Consider the diagram 
BG$V e.?. (FG)H. e,Z, . F( C, (D) j.Q@) 
Brfi 
I 
BVfjiDl 
2. (FH)” 
BACH 
I 
- I?,. F( CH(D)yHiD), 
which is obviously commutative. From ZE (8X); E (FG):, it follows that 
e.?.(FG)H=(eZ.F’G)g and e,E,.F(C,(D)jNH’D)=(e,E,.F(C,(D)j)~’D’. 
Thus the top arrow of the above diagram is epic by Lemma 0.1. Now the 
element c standing at the top right corner is mapped down to &,; hence 
there is -V E ee” . (FG)H, which goes to c then to Z, in the bottom right; i.e., 
BrCHiD)(BrHo)))=PO. Note that BrCH,D) in the diagram is an algebra 
homomorphism and .Z, is an idempotent; we see that BrH(JI) $ J(e”(FH)H). 
e(FH)H is a local algebra because it has only one idempotent. So Br,(lj) 
is invertible in P(FH)H; i.e., there is IV E ~(IV$)~ such that .? = Br,( II) . w = 
Br,(yw). Set z = JW. Then z = ez = e.?z since y E ee”. (FG)H. (vii) is 
obtained. 
(vii) 3 (i). This is obvious from the following two F(Hx H)-maps: 
.?.FH’r e.FG, 
P.Br” 
e.FG---+ P-FH. 
Up to now we have (i) o (ii) o (iii) o (iv) o (vii). 
(ii) * (v) and (ii) o (vi) may be regarded as special cases of (i) o (ii): 
For the former first take G = DC,(D) and then note that .Z, = e’, + . . . + C,, 
with the Pls being F(DC,(D))-block idempotents conjugate to each other; 
for the latter take G = N,(D). 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete. 
Proof of Corollary 1.2. Assume that e. FG covers Z. FH. Let 
e=e,+ ‘.. +e, and P=P, + . . . + Z,, be the block idempotent decomposi- 
tion in FG and in FH resp. For each Pi. FH there is ej . FG covering Ei . FH. 
By Theoreml.l, (i)j(vii), there is z~E~~.(FG)~~~.(FG)~ such that 
Br,(z,)=Z,. Set z=z,+ . . . +z,. Then ZEE-(FG)) and BrH(z)=Z. 
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Conversely, if there is z E (FG)H such that Br,(ez) = e”, the argument for 
(vii) +- (i j of Theorem 1.1 shows that e . FG covers P FH. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Corollary 1.2, there is z~ (FG)H such that 
Br,(ecz) = t. So 
Br CX,,(~ = BrCHcPj(BrH(@z)) = BrcHcpj(@z) 
=Br C,~p,(BrCG~P~(e~z)) 
= Br CHdBrCG&) Brc,,.,W BrCG~.+H. 
Hence Br cG,pj (e) . FCC, (0) covers Br,,,,,(C) . F(C,(P)) by Corollary 1.2 
again, and the latter is the direct sum of &ubpairs of form (P, 8,). 
2. LOCAJ, CHARACTERIZATION OF BLOCK GOING-UP COVERS 
G, H, F, p are as before. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let B = e . FG and B = e’. FH be FG- and FH-block with 
idernpotent e and e” resp. The following five are equivalent to each other: 
(i) B is covered by B. 
(ii) B has a defect group D < H such that 
Br c,cD,(e9= Br,,(,,(e) .BrcHtDj(3 ZO. 
(iii) B has a defect group D < H such that there is a SJ~/OW B-subpair 
(D, B,) covered by a &ubpair (D, B,). 
(iv) B has a defect group Db H such that Br,,,.,(e).F(N,(D)) is 
covered bJ7 BrCH,D, (3 .FW,P)). 
(v) There is z E (FG)H such that Trg(.Pz) = e. 
Remark. (i) o (v) is just [14, Theorem 21. 
ProofI (i) =z- (ii). Assume that D is a defect group of B. By Lemma 0.5, 
there is a B-module t’ with D as a vertex which is covered by a B-module 
U, i.e., VI lJtG-e. But 
UtC.e=UOFHFG.e=Ue”O,e.FG=UO,e~.FG. 
For a primitive orthogonal idempotent decomposition eP = ,f + . . in 
(FGjH we have 
U@FHei?.FG=(U@f .FG)@ I... 
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In the summands there is one, say the first, such that 
V( UOFHf.FG. 
Let Q <H be a defect group ofJ: By Lemma 0.3.(2), the vertex D of I’ is 
G-conjugately contained in Q; i.e., there is x E G such that D” < Q < H. 
Hence, Br,,,,,, (fj # 0, and consequently, Br,-,,,Y, (et?) # 0. 
For the remainder of the proof we recall that as F(G x G)-modules 
(FH)tcxG rFGO,FG 
and (x, ~1) E G x G acts on the right as follows: 
And we have a F(G x G)-map which is somewhat dual to Br, 
p: FGgFHFG+FG, a@bt-+ab 
For the above cf. [S, p. 3601. Hence 
(Z.FH)tGxG=FG@,e”.FG. 
For quotations we state 
LEMMA 2.1.1. Letfcz(FG)Handl@f.(FG)Wc(FG@,f.FG)H. Then 
Trg: 1 @f . (FG)H -+ (FG @JFn f . FG)’ 
is an F-isomorphisrn. 
Proof: It is clear that 
FG@ FHf .FG= @ (x-‘Of .FG)= @ (x-'Of .=.x1. 
xeG!H XEG!H 
Thus as FG’-modules we have 
FG&f.FG=(l@f.FG)r$ 
Hence the map shown in the lemma is an F-isomorphism by [12, 11.1.31. 
We continue the proof of Theorem 2.1. For the following proof we 
always assume that B has a defect group D <H, and that Br,,r,,(e”) =: e”,, 
Br,,(,,(ej=:e,, and e,=e,+ ... +e, be the block idempotent decom- 
position of e, in F(C,(D)). 
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(iii) 3 (ii). By (iii j we can assume that B, := e, . F( C,(D)) is covered 
by a,.F(C,(D)). From the two facts that B,jF(CG(D))O,.,(,,,Po. 
F(C,(Dj) as C,(D)x C,(D)-modules and B,.e,= B,, one can get 
b,e, #O, and hence b,e, #O. (ii) holds. 
(ii) * (iii). By (ii) one of e;s, say e,, satisfies e,?, #O. Now we treat 
it in a way similar to that for (ii) 3 (iii) in Section 1. 
Put Z= D n C,(D) = Z(D). Then Z is a defect group of e, in C,(D). 
Denote C:=C,(D), E:=C,(D); c:=C/Z, E:=E/Z. Let B,=e,.FC; 
then (D, B,) is a Sylow B-subpair. We have a C x C-map 
where the over-bar means the homomorphism T: FC + Fc; cf. the proof of 
(ii) 3 (iii) in Section 1. Since B, is a simple F(c x C)-module (recall that 
i?, is of defect 0) and t?oe, # 0 (recall that Z,e, #Oj, the above map is a 
surjection. We reach the following commutative diagram: 
(P, . FE) f C”C=FC@~~P~.FC& B,=e,.FC 
I 
L 
r@r 
i 
1 (2.1.2j 
e,-,i - 
Fc@,&,.Ft?- B, 
The four terms of the diagram are F(C x C)-modules and the four arrows 
are F(C x C)-maps; the left T @ r and the bottom 2, a p are epic; B, is a 
Z6-projective F(C x C)-module; also, Z6 acts trivially on every term of 
the diagram because Zc Z( C) and Z c E (this is for the triviality of the 
actions of Z” on the left two terms). Thus we can prove that the top arrow 
e, ,3~ is a split F(C x C)-epimorphism and hence obtain (iii) in a way 
similar to that for (ii) 3 (iii) in Section 1. 
(ii) * (v). Denote C := C,(D), E := C,(D), N:=N,(D), 
L := N,(D). 
In diagram (2.1.2 j, e, 0 p is a split C x C-map; i.e., there is a C x C-map 
1 such that e, = (e, 0 p)(A(er)) =&e,). Thus 
FC@,e”,e, . FC& e, . FC 
2 
is a C x C-split map with splitting A. Let S := Stab(e, j the inertial group of 
e, in N. CV’:= FC@, d,e, . FC for brevity. In the following we consider 
actions of diagonal subgroups. e, . FC is clearly an FS-module and W an 
F(DC)-module (remember S= S’, DC = (DC)‘, etc., and DC< S). By a 
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construction similar to trace maps ([12, II.1 Formula (19)]) we have an 
KY-map as follows, 
Fr$&i 
Wt&-c e, .FC 
rl 
and Fr&(p)(Ae,) =,~~(Ae,)=ei (note that l(e,)E W= W@ 1 E Wt&). So 
this is a DC-split map, hence an S-split map, because e, . FC is a D-projec- 
tive FS-module by Lemma 0.2; in other words, there is an FS-map q 
indicated by the dotted arrow such that F&-(pj~rl= 1. 
Now Il(e,)E(Wf~c)S=Tr~c(WDC) ([12, 11.1.31). And 
WDC=(FCQ,e”,e,~FC)DC=(FC@,P,e,~FC)C, 
since D centralizes C, 
=TrE(l @&,el(FC)E) 
and by Lemma 2.1.1 
=Trgz(l @e’,e,(FC)DEj 
since a cross section of E in C is also a cross section of DE in DC. Thus 
there is de d,e,(FC)E= d,el(FC)DE such that 
q(ei) = Tr&(TrD,z(l @d)). 
The inside Tr is an interior trace map in W and the outside one is an 
exterior trace map in Wt$ (cf. [12, ILL]). Hence 
el = Fr&(p)(Tr”,,(Tr$i,C(l Qd))= 1 (p(Tr~~(l Qd)))” 
XE S,‘DC 
by the definition of Fr (see [ 12, II. 1 ] ) 
by the definition of p 
=Tri,(dj. 
We have (cf. [12, IILAl]) 
e, = Trg(e,) = Tr;“;,(d) = TrT(Tr&(d)). 
Set c := e, .Tr&(d) E E,e,(FC)L = .Z,eo(FC)i (the equality follows from 
e, E (FC): c (FC): by Mackey decomposition and D g N). Then 
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Trf(c)=e,. We can obtain (vj in a way similar to (ii)+(viij of 
Theorem 1.1 from the diagram 
e2 * (FG): 2 e,e”, . (FC)5, 
-ccG, 
I I 
rr; 
Brc 
e.(FG)G - e, . (FC)” 
which is commutative by Lemma 0.1. 
(v) * (i). (i) can be obtained from the following two maps: 
FG@,Z.FG e0p b e.FG 
which is clearly an F(G x G)-map, and 
at-, 1 g-‘@(Pzga) 
gtG,‘H 
with z as in (v); one can easily check that it is well defined (independent 
of the choice of the cross section (g E G/H)) and is an F(G x G)-map. 
We have obtained (i) o (ii) o (iii) e (v) up to now. 
(ii) + (iv) may be regarded as a special case of (i) * (ii). 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete. 
3. SOME APPLICATIONS AND SOME EXTENSIONS 
Let g = e”. FH be an FH-block as before. There is at least one FG-block 
covering B since FH 1 (FG) 1 H x H. 
If there is a unique FG-block B= e . FG covering B, then we denote 
B = BcG’ (distinguished from the G-fixed point set) and e = b”‘, and refer 
to it as the Brauer correspondent in the sense of Alperin-Burry; see [4, 
Section 31 or [l, Section 141. 
It is well known that the Brauer correspondence in the sense of Alperin- 
Burry and the Brauer correspondence in the sense of Brauer (see [9? 
p. 1391) coincide with each other provided they are both defined; cf. [14, 
Corollary 11. 
In the following ccc) are always in the sense of Alperin-Burry. 
We give some local criteria for .ZfG) being defined. 
THEOREM 3.1. Notations are as above. Let D be a defect group of P. 
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Then 8’) is defined and $” = e if and only if Br,,,,) (ec) ( = Br,,,,, (e) . 
Br cHcD,i3) = Brc,,,Dj(3 
ProoJ: Let e, = e, e2, . . . . e, be the all FG-block idempotents. Then 
l=Br c,cD,(el + ... +e,d= f BrcGcD)(ei) 
jE 1 
with zeros removed is a central idempotent decomposition in 
Br,,,,,,(e’) = f Br G(D) Ceil Brc,iD)(g) 
i= 1 
is an orthogonal idempotent decomposition. By Theorem 1.1(i)-= (ii), ZcG) 
is defined if and only if there is a unique e;, say e,, such that Br,,-,,j (el). 
Br cGcn,(e”) #O if and only if BrcGc,,(e,) .BrcGcD,(Z) = Br,,,,,(Z). 
Recall that 0 ‘(G) := (x E G ( x is a $-element) by definition. 
LEMMA 3.2. L.et P < H 6 G, where P is a p-subgroup. Assume that 
Hz Op(CG(P)). Let e” be an FH-block idernpotent with a defect group 
containing P. Then Zcc’ is defined, and the following three conditions are 
equivalent (e is an FG-block idem-yotent): 
ii) g(G) = e 
(ii) Br,,(,, (4 # 0 
(iii) Br cc(p) iec)= Brc,(,, (2). 
In particular, if P. Op(C,(P)) 6 H< N,(P), the assertions hold for any 
FH-block E. FH. 
Prooj Suppose FG-block e. FG covers e’. FH. Then, by Theorem 1.3, 
Br c,(p) (e) . FiC, (P)) covers BrcHcpi (2) . F( C,(P)). However, Br,,(,, (e) E 
F(C,(P)) by the hypothesis OP(CG(P))~H since Br,,,,,(e) is a linear 
combination of p’-class sums. So BrCCcp,(eP) = Br,,(,,(e) .BrCHcPj(P) = 
Br cH(Pj (2) by Lemma 0.4(4). Let 1= e, + . . + e, with e, = e the sum of all 
FG-block idempotents. Then Br,,(,, (P) = xi Br,,,,, (e$) is an orthogonal 
idempotent decomposition. Therefore we get Br,,,,, (e,Z) = 0 for ej # e, = e. 
This implies that e . FG is the only FG-block covering e”. FH. 
For the case in which P. Op(CG(P)) < H < NG (P), any FH-block has a 
defect group containing P [12, 111.2.51. 
Taking H = P . C,(P), we get the following at once. 
COROLLARY .3.3. Lei P < G be a p-subgroup. Let e and f be FG- and 
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F(C,(P))-block idempotent resp. The followi~~g three are equivalent to each 
other: 
(i) (P,f.F(C,(P)j) is an e.FG-subpair, i.e.,f.Br,,,,,(e)=f. 
(ii) j.F(P.C,(P)) is covered bl, e.FG. 
(iii) (f.F(P.C,(P))) iG’ is defined nnd equul to e. FG. 
Notation 3.4. For an FG-central idempotents e we define 
fig(e) =c (ale is an FH-block idempotent and PiG) is 
defined and e ..8” = ZCG’). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let P . OF(CG( P)) < H < G, where P is o p-subgroup. Let e 
be an FG-central idempotent. Then 
Br CGrP,(e) = Br,,,,,(e) = BrCH,dB%d); 
in particular, if P 0 “(Cc(P)) f H < NG( P), then 
Br,,,,,(e) = P:(e). 
ProoJ: From 1 = z., C the FH-block idempotent sum, we get 
Br,,&4 =I BrcGcp,(4 =c Brc,,,,(4 p B 
and Br ,-,(p,(eZ) =0 for two cases: (a) any defect group of e’ does not 
contain P; or (b) ZiG) is defined but egCG’ #E”’ (by Lemma 3.2(ii)* (ij). 
So one can see that 
Br cc,p,(e) =C BrcGtp,(e4 
and by Lemma 3.2 (ij*(iiij 
=Br CG,pjG(e)) 
by the definition 3.4 of /I. 
Further, if P.0P(CG(P))<H6NG(P), then Br,,,,,@~(e))=~~(ej by 
[12, 1X1.2.5]. The second conclusion follows. 
The following is an extension of Nagao’s theorem ([ 12, 111.5.1; 
9, 111.7.51). 
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COROLLARY 3.6. Lt P. Op(Co(Pj) 6 Hd G with P up-subgroup, and let 
e be an FG-central idempotent. Let V be an e. FG-module. Then 
where Y has no component of vertex zH P. 
ProoJ VJH= V./?;(e)@ V.(e-e.flz(e)). 
It follows from Lemma 3.5 that 
Br,,(pj(e .Bg(e)) = Br cGcpj(e) .B~c~(P,(B~(~)) 
=Br cGcpj (e) . BrC,cpj (e) = BrCGcpj (4. 
Hence BrcHcpj (e-e.BE(e))=O, so e-e.pg(e)EC, (FG); with Q over 
such p-subgroups of H that Q pH P ([12, III.l.lO]). Therefore 
V. (e-e . b$(e)) has no component of vertex zH P by Lemma 0.3. 
Dualize the above as follows. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Notations are as itI Corollary 3.6. Let U be a 
8; (e) . FH-module. Then 
UT”= UtG-e@X, 
where X has no component of vertex zG P. 
ProoJ: 
U~G=lJ@FNFG=(U@FHe~FG)@(U~~$(e)@FN(l-e)~FG) 
= UtG.eO(U@FH(/?~(e)-e./3~(e)).FG). 
The desired result follows in a similar way as above (cf. Lemma 0.3(2)). 
An extension of [ 11, Theorem 21 is as follows. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Notations are as in Corollary 3.7. If U is indecom- 
posable and of vertex P, then every component of X is qf vertex sG P’ n P 
for tEG’\NG(P). 
ProoJ Put N= N,(P), L = N,(P). Let W be an indecomposable 
FL-module Green correspondent to U. Then UT”1 H’t”, where Wt” = 
( WY”) tG and each component of Wt N has P as a vertex (since P SI N). 
By the Green correspondence, any component of WY” is of vertex either 
P or E, P’n P, t E G\N. By Combining this with Corollary 3.7, we thus 
complete the proof. 
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In the following we extend the local characterization of block covers 
obtained in the preceding. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let H < G and e” and e be FH- and Fe-block idenzpotent 
resp. LetAdGandC=HnA. 
( 1) If D . Op( C, (D)) d A, tvhere D is a defect group of P, and !f 
p:(e). FA covers p;(P). FC, then e. FG covers t?. FH. 
(2) Let P, be an FC-block idempotent and P, have a defect group P 
such that Op(Co(P)) < A (hence Op(CH(P)) < C), and let Pi”‘= E. If e. FG 
covers e”. FH, then b:(e). FA covers e”. FC. 
Proof (1) By Lemma 3.5, Br,,,,,(e)=Br,,,,,(/?z(e)) and Br,,(,,(Z)= 
Br,,,,,(PF(P)). The latter also shows that there is an FC-block idempotent 
appearing in lJF(P) that has D as a defect group since the block idem- 
potents appearing in Br,,(,, (Z) have D as defect groups. By Theorem 1.1 
(i) * (ii) we have 
OfBr c,cD,(PZ(e) .P’,‘(g)) = Brc,~Dj(4. 
So e. FG covers 2. FH by Theorem 1.1 (ii) 3 (i). 
(2) Br,,(,,(e) = Br c,cP,(PS;‘(e)) by Lemma 3.5. Set pF(P)=Z, + ... ; 
then 
Br cc(p) (3 = BrCGIPj (8~i~))=BrCcip)(~,j+ ... 
By Theorem 1.3, BrcGcpj(e). FiC,(P)) covers BrcGcpii3 .F(C,(P)). 
Hence Br L mma o~~G~~;(B%H JGipN covers BrCc(Pj(cI). F(C,(P)). Thus by 
I 
OZ BrcGipj(el) .Brc,,pj(Ki(e)) = BrcGcpj(el .P?(e)) 
= Brc,cpj(el .Pz(e)), 
since Op(CG(P))s C,4(P). Therefore p;(e) .FA covers e, . FC by 
Theorem 1.1 (ii) * (i). 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let P 6 H < G, where P is a p-subgroup, and let P 
and e be FH- and FG-block idernpotents resp. Assume that C has a defect 
group D such that P < D < NH(P). Then e . FG covers P . FH if and only if 
Br c,(pjie).F(NGW) covers Br,,(,,(?) . F(N,(P)). 
Proof. Take -4 = N,(P) and C= N,(P). Then Br,,jp,(e) = p:(e) and 
Br cH,P, (Z) = p;(P) by Lemma 3.5 (with G, A (H, C resp. j regarded as G, 
H in Lemma 3.5). One can easily check that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.9 
are all satisfied in the present case. 
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Of course the duals of Theorem 3.9 and Corollary 3.10 also hold and 
their proofs are similar. 
We conclude this section by showing that the main theorem of [lo] is 
a consequence of Corollary 3.10 or Theorem 1.1 (i) o (ii). 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let HAG and Z be an FH-block idempotent. Let D 
be a defect group of P; hence d, := Br,,,,, (e”) is an F(N,(D))-block idempo- 
tent. Let e be an FG-block idempotent and let Br,,,,, (e) = e, + . . . + e, be 
the F(N,(D))-block idempotent decomposition. Then at most one of the els 
is such that ei. F( N, (D)) covers I?, . F(N,(D)). In particular, the Brauel 
correspondence gives a one-to-one correspondence between the set of 
F(N, (D) j-blocks covering P, . F(N, (D)) and the set of FG-blocks covering 
e”. FH. 
Proof: Suppose ei.F(N,(D)), i= 1,2, covers PO-F(N,(D)). Since 
N,(D) 9 No(D), ei (i = 1,2) has a defect group Q, such that 
Qi n N,(D) = D (cf. 14, Theorem 4.43 j; consequently Qi n H = D (an easy 
group-theoretic argument). Therefore NG ( Qi) c NG (Q, A H) = N,(D). By 
the Burry-Carlson-Puig theorem [7], Qi (i= 1,2) is also a defect group of 
e. So there is x E G such that QT = Q, . Then D” = (Q, n H)” = Q, n H = D, 
i.e., XE No(D), and hence e, and e, have a defect group Q, in common. 
Thus both e, and ez Green correspond to e. This forces e, = ez. 
4. BLOCK COVERS AND MODULE COVERS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let H < G, and let B = u”. FH and B = e . FG be FH- and 
FG-block resp. Let B have a defect group D. Then the following three are 
equivalent to each other: 
(i) B is covered by B. 
(ii) For every &nodule U there is a B-module covering U. 
(iii) An indecomposable &nodule U of uertes D is covered by a 
B-module. 
ProoJ (i) * (ii j. See Lemma 0.5. 
(ii) * (iii). Trivial. 
(iii) =- (i). Let B-module Vcover U, i.e., UI VeP. Then BrcGiD,(ee”) # 0 
by Lemma 0.3 (cf. the argument for (i) * (ii) of Theorem 1.1). Hence B is 
covered by B by Theorem 1.1 (ii) * (i). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let H < G, arld let B = C. FH and B = e. FG be FH- and 
FG-block resp. Let B have a defect group D. Then the following three are 
equivalent to each other:. 
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(i) B is covered bJ* B. 
(ii) For every B-module V there is a &nodule covering V. 
(iii) tin indecomposable B-module V of uerfex D is covered by a 
B-module. 
Proof. Dual to the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let H d G, and let B = E?. FH and B = e. FG be FH- and 
FG-block resp. Assume that B and B have a defect group D in conmot~. Then 
B going-down covers B if and only if g going-up covers B. 
ProoJ From Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 2.1, there is a common defect 
group of both B and B, say D, such that B going-up covers B if and only 
if Br,,,,,(eP) # 0 if and only if B going-down covers B. 
In a hypothesis like that in Lemma 3.5 we can strengthen Theorem 4.1 
and get an extension of [1, Section 14, Theorem 31. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let H 6 G, and let B and B be FH- and FG-block resp. 
Let U be an indecomposable B-module with a vertex P such that 
Op(CG(P)) <H. Then B is covered by B (hence BrG’ = B, BcG’ is defined, see 
Corollary 3.2) if and only ! f  U is covered bl> a B-module. 
Proqfi “Only if.” See Theorem 4.1 (i) + (ii). 
“If.” Assume that U is covered by a B-module V and assume that 
B=e.FG. Then cil V.bg(e) by Corollary3.6. Hence B.Pz(ej=B; i.e., 
BcG) = B by the definition in Notation 3.4 of /?“,. 
5. SHIFTING TO RG 
Let (S, R, F) be a p-modular system with R a local domain and F a field 
of characteristic p and R/7tR = F, where rtR is the maximal ideal of R. 
The results of this paper all hold for RG. though in an implicit way. We 
sketch it as follows: 
The following lemma is well known in [13] but not in an explicit form. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let U and V be trivial source RG-modules, and let u and P - - 
be the corresponding FG-modules. Then U 1 V if and on113 if U 1 V. 
Proof. Suppose that B / p; i.e., there are FG-maps a& B such that 
j%= 1,. Lift Cr, p to RG-maps ([12, 11.12.41 or [13, Propo$tion 11); then 
one can complete the proof. 
Since blocks as two-sided modules are all of trivial source (RG is a 
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permutation R(G x G)-module), the results of Sections 1 and 2 hold for RG 
by the above lemma provided that we make some necessary revisions for 
the Brauer map. For example, Theorem 1.1 (i) o (ii) should be restated as 
*‘8IBJ.,.oBr coeds (4 $7~ ( - BrcGcD, (2:) f Oh” 
The results of Section 3 still hold for RG even if non-trivial source 
modules are involved. The reason for this is that the arguments for these 
results are based on techniques about idempotents; central FG-idempotents 
are lifted in one-to-one to central RG-idempotents ([ 12, 1.11.21) and the 
lifting preserves defect groups ([ 12, III. 1.131). 
The same remark is also true for the results of Section 4. For example, 
Theorem 4.1 holds for RG because its argument is based on Theorem 1.1 
and Lemma 0.3, both of which hold for RG. 
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